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Introduction

Video Poker have rich history, this game has been around since the middle of the
1970’s (when personal computers started to hit the scene), those versions would 
be considered EXTREMELY basic compared to what is on offer today. 

As the years passed and the games progressed, it became a popular option even in
brick and mortar based gambling establishments. 

Whereas some people might be too intimidated to compete with more veteran 
players at the card table, the machines offered a more anonymous way of 
participating and allowed many the opportunity to learn the ins and outs of the 
game without the anxiety tied into the table and other players.

You can play free video poker games with no registration and no deposit 
required. Visit my free video poker games here: 
https://www.casinobillionaire.com/free-games/video-poker.php

How to Play Video Poker

One concern that people had over the years when playing Video Poker was that 
since it was computer based, they could be easily taken advantage of with 
regards to card sequences and random card drawing. 

For that reason, the machines are now tested and checked to ensure they comply 
with regulatory standards in accordance with regulations imposed on the entire 
industry. Heck, it’s no fun gambling if you can’t win, right?

So how exactly do these machines work? Well, when it comes to the online casino 
version, the first thing you need to do is set the value of the coins or credits
you’ll be betting. 

Many casino games offer a vast range from single pennies and up to 100 times 
that amount. 

That means that whether you start out in our free play mode where there’s no 
chance you’ll lose a cent of your own bankroll or whether you start out just 
betting pennies, you have a chance to really learn the fine points of the game 
before you have to worry about your finances. 

Then, once you’ve set the value of the credits, you have to choose how many of 
them you’d like to bet (anywhere from one to five) and make sure to review the 
paytable because that’s how you’ll know which hands are worth going for over 
others and how much you stand to win based on the amount you’ve bet. 

At this point – you are now ready to deal the cards OR you can read the 
additional info about video poker rules.

Video Poker Tips For The Win

When it comes down to it, many will say that cards are a game entirely based on 
chance and the odds of winning are equal to the odds of losing. 

The many poker championships and people who base their livelihood on high stakes
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poker games will probably choose to differ. 

For starters, the very obvious instruction would be to always hold cards that 
contribute to a winning hand. Meaning, if you have a straight, a royal flush or 
even two or three of a kind or two pairs, hold on to whatever cards may be worth
something. 

You can toss the one to three cards left for a chance at something better, but 
never get rid of a sure thing. 

The only time it is ever suggested to throw a card out from a hand holding a 
flush or a straight, though, is if you have four cards towards a royal flush and
are feeling particularly lucky.

These basic tips and some others like it will contribute to you mastering the 
art of leaving the table ahead of the game but when it comes down to it, it’s 
really all about the law of large numbers (i.e. the more you play, the more you 
can win) – so tell us, what exactly are you waiting for…?

The Predecessor of Videopoker

Videopoker history is long and colourful. The predecessor of videopoker is the 
first slot like machine that was created by Sittman and Pitt in 1891. This 
machine consisted of five drums each containing ten different playing cards.

Players inserted a coin and pulled a lever to spin the drums. When they came a 
stop, they revealed a five card poker hand. The ten of spades and Jack of hearts
were removed to decrease the player’s chance of achieving a royal flush. 

In 1899, Charles Fey created the father of the modern slot machine. In 1901 he 
introduced the hold feature that allowed the player to hold certain drums and 
re-spin the remaining drums.

Videopoker History

In 1970, Dale Electronics introduced the Poker-Matic videopoker machine. These 
were not immediately popular, however in the 1980s their popularity grew. 

Si Redd and his company, Sircoma, made videopoker history when they created the 
Draw Poker machine in 1979 which featured the lowest possible hand of two pairs.
These machines became available in casinos, bars, restaurants, arcades and other
venues.

Online Videopoker

Since the mid-1990s, videopoker has grown greatly in popularity. This is due to 
the increasing speed of internet connections, the increasing availability of 
computers and the Internet and the development of online casino software.

Online videopoker is a popular game choice at online casinos as it combines two 
favourite casino games – slots and poker. The videopoker rules are simple and 
many people find it straightforward. 

You can learn how to play videopoker in just a short time. This, coupled with 
the skill and strategy that is needed to be successful, has made the game 



popular with amateurs and professionals alike. 

There are multiple variations of the game available, offering something for all 
videopoker fans. 

Learning to Play Videopoker

The rules of the game are fairly simple and straightforward. Once you learn how 
to play videopoker, you can enjoy hours of fun and entertainment. 

With the exciting option to double your wins and the great range of videopoker 
games that are available at the best online casinos, there is something for all 
online videopoker fans.

Videopoker Rules

There are a number of different variations of online videopoker, however the aim
with all the variations is to achieve the best five card poker hand possible. 

Look at the videopoker rules for the specific variation of the game that you are
playing as the value of hands may vary and this will affect your strategy.

It is most important to understand the hand ranking for the variation you are 
playing. General hand rankings in videopoker are as follows (from highest to 
lowest):

Five of a kind (only possible in games with wild cards)

Royal Flush

Ten, Jack, Queen, King and Ace of the same suit.

Straigh Flush

Five cards in sequence (until King) of the same suit

Four of a kind

Four cards of the same value

Full house



Three of a kind and one pair

Flush

all cards of the same suit, not in sequence.

Straight

five cards in sequence with multiple suits

Three of a kind

Three cards of the same value and different suits

Two pair

Jacks or Better

a single pair of Jacks or higher cards

Pair

Many videopoker games do not pay out for one pair or require that the pair be of
a minimum rank, for example in Jacks or Better, you will only be paid out for 
one pair of Jacks or higher.

Once you have played your hand it will be assessed and you will be paid out any 
wins according to the pay table that is displayed.

Video Poker Games – Different Versions



10’s or Better - Video Poker Game
10’s or Better is a variation of online videopoker that is similar to Aces and 
Faces in that it does not pay out for all pairs, but only pairs ranked higher 
than a set minimum. 

Many players prefer 10’s or Better as it pays out for an extra pair – a pair of 
10s (as opposed to Aces and Faces whose lowest paying pair is a pair of Jacks).

How to Play 10’s or Better
To begin 10’s or Better, place your bet by clicking on the Bet One or Bet Max 
button. Once your bet has been placed, click on the Deal button (if your cards 
have not been dealt automatically after betting the maximum). 

You will be dealt five cards. Click on any cards you want to hold and click 
again on the Deal button. 

The cards you did not hold will be replaced with new cards to create a new five-
card poker hand. Your hand will be assessed and you will be paid out for any 
winnings.

2 Ways Royal - Video Poker Game
Also sometimes referred to as AceyDeucey, 2 Ways Royal is an exciting version of
online videopoker that will appeal to anyone who likes aiming for the royal 
flush. 

2 Ways Royal offers a double opportunity to achieve a royal flush – the High 
Flush (the classic ten through Ace royal flush) and the Low Flush (the Ace 
through five royal flush). 

Players can earn the same payout for each royal flush, but because of this, the 
payout for other hands may be altered.



How to Play 2 Ways Royal
Place your bets by clicking on the Bet One or Bet Max buttons on your screen. 
Click on the Deal button and you will be dealt a five card poker hand. 

Click on any cards that you want to hold and then click on the Deal button once 
again. All the cards you did not hold will be replaced by new cards to create a 
new poker hand. Your poker hand will be assessed and you will be paid out for 
any wins.

Aces and Faces - Video Poker Game
Aces and Faces is a familiar and popular online videopoker game. As the name 
suggests, the game places an emphasis on Aces and face cards in that the lowest 
ranking hand is a pair of Jacks or better, four Aces ranks higher than a 
straight flush and four Jacks, Queens or Kings ranks higher than four of kind 
hands made with lower ranking cards.



How to Play Aces and Faces
To begin playing Aces and Faces, place your initial bet and click on the Deal 
button on your screen. 

You will be dealt five cards. Click on the cards you wish to hold and click on 
the Deal button once again. The cards you did not hold will be replaced by new 
cards to create a final five card poker hand. 

Hand ranks, from highest to lowest include: Royal Flush, four Aces, straight 
flush, four face cards, four of a kind (with cards 2-10), full house, flush, 
straight, three of a kind, two pair, one pair of Jacks or better.

25-Line Aces and Faces - Video Poker Game
25-line Aces and Faces is an exciting variation of online videopoker which 
allows you to play 25 hands all at one time. If you enjoy aiming for the big 
cards where pairs pay out only for Jacks or better, 25-line Aces and Faces is 
ideal for you.

How to Play 25-Line Aces and Faces
To begin a game of 25-line Aces and Faces you need to place a bet. Click on Bet 
One or Bet Max. If you Bet Max, you will automatically be dealt five cards, 
whereas if you Bet One you will need to click on the Deal button afterwards. 

Your screen is divided into two sections. In the bottom section you will have 
one five-card hand displayed with large cards. In the top section you will have 
your remaining 24 hands displayed in rows with small cards. 

You will need to look at your main hand and decide which cards to hold. Those 
same cards will be held in all of your hands. Then click on the deal button. The
missing cards will be replaced with each hand being dealt from 25 different 
decks. Each hand will then be assessed individually to determine any winnings.

If you win, you will have the opportunity to gamble to double or half double 
your winnings. The computer selects one card from five face-down cards and you 
need to select a different card. If your card ranks higher than the computer’s 
card, your winnings will be doubled or half doubled.

4-Line Aces and Faces Game
With hundreds to thousands of different options available when choosing card 
games to play at an online casino, actually choosing which game to play is the 
first risk you’ll have to take. 

For a simple yet exciting hand of cards, come on over to MansionCasino.com and 
try your hand at 4-Line Aces and Faces. Whether you win or lose (though 
obviously the ideal is to win), you’ll have an absolute blast! And if you’re a 
bit scared at first to bet your own money, we’ll even let you start out by 
betting with ours!

How to Play 4-Line Aces and Faces Videopoker
As can be understood from the name, in 4-Line Aces and Faces you’ll be 
concentrating on Ace, King, Queen and Jack since they are the minimum pairs 
needed for a winning hand, meaning that if your only good cards are a pair of 
deuces or any other number up to 10’s, then you’re SOL (uhhh – sorry, out of 
luck). 



To start playing, you’ll need to first set the value of the coins you’ll be 
betting and don’t worry; the range is vast enough to suit the high roller and 
penny player, alike. 

Then you’ll have to choose how many coins you’d like to bet on the upcoming 
round (this can always be changed in between rounds so that you can practice 
smart money management skills which is the most important aspect of smart 
gambling) but to keep things going for longer the maximum coins you can bet per 
round is five. 

Now that all of that is set up, you can press “Deal” and start playing. Once you
see the cards you’ve been dealt, you can either hold or discard each of them, 
though whichever ones you hold on that first line, will be held on each line 
across the board so make sure you choose wisely.

4-Line Aces and Faces Bonus Game
If you’re feeling particularly lucky while playing 4-Line Aces and Faces, 
there’s a mini game within this game that you can play for some extra winnings.

In this bonus game, you have the option to half double, or double your winnings 
and in order to do that, here’s the deal. You’re dealt five cards – the first 
one face up and the rest face down. 

You have to choose one of the other four that you think is higher than the face 
up card and if you beat it, you automatically win! Simple as that!

All American - Video Poker Game
All American is one of the classic online videopoker games available at 
MansionCasino.com. This popular videopoker choice has a great all-American feel 
to it and offers fantastic payback percentages if you play a perfect game

How to Play All American
All American videopoker is played with one standard 52-card deck. To begin a 
game of All American, place your bet by clicking on the bet button on the 
screen. You can then click on the Deal button and you will be dealt five playing
cards. 

Click on the cards you want to hold and then click on the Deal button once 
again. The cards you did not hold will be replaced to form your final five card 
hand. You will then be paid out for any winnings, according to the pay table.

If you win, you can choose to collect your winnings immediately or to make use 
of the double gamble feature. 

This feature allows you to gamble to double or half double your winnings. The 
computer will select one face-down card that will be revealed and you will need 
to select another. 

If your card ranks higher than the computer’s card, you will double or half 
double your winnings. If your card ranks lower than the computer’s card, you 
will lose your winnings for that round.



Deuces Wild - Video Poker Game
Deuces Wild is played with a 52-card deck in which the four twos act as wild 
cards. This makes hitting a winning combination easier and increases the level 
of the excitement in the game, but at the same time, you have to pay for your 
advantage. The lowest paying hand in Deuces Wild is three of a kind, meaning 
that neither single nor double pairs pays out at all.

How to Play Deuces Wild
To begin a game of Deuces Wild, place your bet by clicking on the Bet One or Bet
Max button on the screen and then click on the Deal button to see yourself dealt
your five card poker hand. 

You will be able to hold cards by clicking on the cards you want to hold and 
will then need to click on the Deal button to have the remaining cards replaced 
to create a new hand. Your final poker hand will be assessed and you will be 
paid out for any winnings. Note that three of a kind is the lowest paying hand.

If you win, you will be able to gamble to double or half double your winnings. 
You and the computer each select a card from five face-down cards. If your card 
ranks higher than the computer’s card, you will double or half double your 
winnings. If not, you will lose your winnings for that round.

4-Line Deuces Wild - Video Poker Game
4-line Deuces Wild is played with twos that act as wild cards. This makes 
achieving winning hands easier. However, because of this advantage, payouts are 
lowered for certain hands and the lowest paying hand is the three of a kind.

Playing four hands in one makes for an exciting online videopoker option and the
twos give you more ways to win.

How to Play 4-Line Deuces Wild
To begin 4-line Deuces Wild, click on either the Bet One or Bet Max buttons to 
set the amount you wish to bet. If you Bet One ,then click on the deal button or
if you Bet Max, the computer will automatically deal for you. Look at your five-
card poker hand and click on the cards you want to hold. 

The cards you hold will be displayed as held in all four hands. Then click on 
the Deal button to replace the missing cards. The hands will be filled to create
four individual poker hands which will be evaluated individually.

If you win, you will have the option to gamble to double or half double your 
winnings. The computer will select one face-down card from five and you will 
need to select another from the remaining cards. 

If your card ranks higher than the computer’s card, you will double or half 
double your winnings. If your card ranks lower than the computer’s card, you 
will lose your winnings for that round.



Jacks or Better Video Poker Game
Jacks or Better is a video poker game offered in this single hand version and is
one of the more popular choices available from the extensive collections of 
casino games at online casinos. As the original style of this game created, it’s
the first one of its kind and therefore the perfect choice for a beginner to 
this type of gambling arena.

Jacks or Better Video poker
If you are familiar with basic poker rules then it’s only a hop, skip and a jump
over to Jacks or Better and understanding what makes it special and how to win.

If, however, you are still concerned about risking your money before you’ve 
gotten the hang of the game then there is no need to worry.

We’ll let you start playing at no cost with money from our account (though in 
this case Syou won’t keep the winnings) to get you going and then you can switch
over to betting real money whenever you feel like it and start taking home your 
winnings.

Playing Jacks or Better
The object of this game is to end up with at least two face cards or any 
combination of cards that would beat a pair of 10’s. 

Before you can start dealing out the hand, you’ll need to decide how much you 
want each of your chips to be worth and how many of those chips you want to put 
up for every hand played. 

The more you place on the felt, the higher your overall jackpot could turn out 
to be. Once you are ready, deal the cards. In Jacks or Better, all the cards are
dealt face up and this allows you to see what you have and what hands you think 
you can build from the initial deal. 

The next step is to hold the cards you want to keep based on what you think the 
next cards will be. It is always a good idea to hold onto the face cards, but if
you are close to a straight or a flush, you may want to go for those since they 
have much higher returns. 

If you succeed in winning a hand, you are given the option to double your 
winnings by trying to pick a higher card than the dealer shows on the next card 
turned over. This game is so easy to master that we are sure you will be playing
(and winning) your own money in no time!

4-Line Jacks or Better - Online Casino Game
Why do people play card games? Because it is a fun Way to pass the time with 



friends, especially Video Poker games, develop social skills and learn the joy 
of success or how to deal with the crushing agony of defeat…Yeah, right! 

People play to win cold, hard cash! With hundreds of games out there and so many
ways to play and rules to follow, how does the average person ever get good 
enough to ‘beat the system’? 

First, you find yourself a simple, but lucrative game to play and then you play 
casually until you get the hang of it. It is probably best to start with 
something that doesn’t have too many rules to keep track of but will offer you 
multiple ways to win a round. 

How to Play 4-Line Jacks or Better Videopoker
In many other types of poker, there are so many rules to keep track of, wild 
cards to look out for and ways to deal the cards that your head can spin like a 
slot machine. 

This incarnation of the age old game is much simpler and easy to master. In 4-
Line Jacks or Better, the object is to put together a hand that has at least two
face cards or any combo that would beat the same. 

Your chances of doing this are good enough, but add another three rows and you 
have just quadrupled your odds of winning some cash on each hand. 

The flow of this individual player game is easy to follow and fast paced so you 
aren’t wasting any time waiting for other players to place bets. 

You just set the denomination on your chips, choose how many to toss in the pot 
and then deal the cards. From the hand dealt, you can hold cards that you think 
are going to help you put together a winning hand.

Winning More Money with 4-Line Jacks or Better
If all of this wasn’t already enough to grab your attention, there are still 
more ways to take home big money. Any time you win on any of the hands you are 
playing, you are given the option to either double or half-double your winnings.

You can do this by selecting the amount you are going for and dealing the cards 
again. This time, only one of the cards from the first row will be displayed. 
Once it is, you choose another card from the same row and try to beat the card 
that was revealed. 

If you beat it, you win! If you aren’t already an expert card shark at 4-Line 
Jacks or Better, you will be very soon!



10-Line Jacks or Better – Online Casino Game
For those of you who have previously played this game, we know you enjoyed the 
original one line version. Then, when the four line option came out, it 
quadrupled your chances at winning per hand and we are certain that it was that 
much more exciting for you. 

If you loved both of those previous versions, then there is no question that 10-
Line Jacks or Better will become your new favourite.

10 Times The Winnings With 10-Line Jacks or Better Video 
poker
There is no need to be concerned if the board seems a bit confusing at first 
because we have no doubt that soon enough you’ll be raking in the dough. 

While there are more lines to follow in 10-Line Jacks or Better and therefore a 
bit more attention might be needed, this style is just like its predecessors and
you won’t have to learn the rules from scratch. 

The goal of this casino game is the same one to which you have already become 
accustomed – get any hand that beats a pair of 10’s and you’ll put yourself up 
on the board. 

Knowing poker, you know that the better your hand is, the higher your payout 
will be but that’s the minimum necessary to win any money in this game. It’s 
just adding a bit of a challenge to the already exciting and challenging world 
of poker. 

And what’s special about this particular form of the game? Well, in each round 
instead of one potential winning hand you now have 10. You’re right – that means
10 times the payouts (or at least the possibility for it, depending on just how 
good your poker face is).

How To Play 10-Line Jacks or Better
Like any other standard video poker game, in 10-Line Jacks or Better you’ll 
start by choosing the value of the coins you’ll be betting and then put down as 
many as you have the stomach for (from one to five) and get ready for the cards 
to be dealt. 

Once the cards are dealt you will obviously want to keep an eye out for the high
cards (faces through aces) since these are the pairs needed to jump start your 
winnings. 

You then get to hold the cards you like which makes them held across all the 
lines, and you just click to deal your new cards and find out how much money you



get to take home. 

If you’re only playing for fun (meaning without betting any real money), there’s
no question you’ll have a blast with this game but if you’ve got the stones to 
put some real money down, you’ll be glued to the screen and the combination of 
excitement and cash winning opportunities will keep you coming back for more!

50-Line Jacks or Better
In any casino, poker is always one of the most popular games to play. This may 
be because most of us have been exposed to poker in one form or another from 
surprisingly young ages. 

If you think about old spaghetti westerns, any scene in a saloon featured at 
least one poker game of some kind going on in the background. Sometimes the game
stayed in the background and sometimes it was the vehicle for a good, old 
fashioned barroom brawl with people flying through windows and bullets zipping 
past. 

50-Line Jacks or Better may be just as exciting without all of the flying 
furniture and broken glass.

Playing 50-Line Jacks or Better Videopoker
In this version of the classic game, the idea is to put together a hand that 
consists of at least a pair of face cards or anything else that would beat the 
same hand. 

There are so many ways to win that you would stand a very good chance of 
cleaning up at even one hand while in 50-Line Jacks or Better your chances are 
even greater since you are playing so many hands on each turn. 

One of the other advantages to this game is that it is so easy to learn and 
master; in no time at all you will feel like a regular card shark. 

Like most types of video poker, you start by selecting the amount of your poker 
chip and then determining how many chips to play. 

Once you are all set, go ahead and hit the deal button to start the hand. 
Although you can see all 50 hands, only one is dealt at first. From this initial
hand, you select the cards you wish to hold and watch them appear in all of the 
hands on the board. 

This means that you have that many more chance to win! If at first, this all 
seems a bit confusing, you have the option to try the game in practice mode 
until you are comfortable with the flow of things. 

Don’t forget that in between rounds, if you have won anything on your hands you 
have the option to double your winnings by playing a round of ‘beat the card 
showing’.

Jacks or Better Multi-Hand
Even if you’ve never played a round of video poker before, we know that just the
thought of it has your blood pumping and heart racing a bit more than usual.



And if you are a video poker aficionado, then your fingers are probably 
twitching as well, waiting for the chance to get going. Well nothing here is 
holding you back – so come on! 

With Jacks or Better Multi-Hand, the easy game play will have you playing at 
expert level in no time and you’ll end up having to buy some extra wallets to 
hold all the cash we’ll be throwing your way.

No Risk In Free Play Mode
With the way Jacks or Better Multi-Hand is set up, it’s suitable for anyone from
beginners to advanced players. 

Basically, you start the game with one line of play and then it’s up to you 
whether or not you’d like to increase that number. If you want more of a 
challenge, you can keep adding more lines (up to 20); all you have to do is 
click on the button labeled “Hands” and you’re good to go! 

If you’re at all concerned about the complications in playing multiple hands, no
worries. Start out in free play mode without risking any of your own cash (just 
ours) and don’t bet any of your own hard earned money until you are 100% ready 
for it. 

The number of hands can be changed from one round to the next – just keep in 
mind that the more hands you play, the more of a chance you’ll have to win, and 
the higher those winning payouts can be!

How To Play Jacks or Better Multi-Hand
Jacks or Better Multi-Hand starts out like any of the other styles of this game.
You choose the denomination of your coin for betting purposes, and then how many
of those coins you would actually like to bet. 

Once you’ve done that, make sure that you have the correct number of lines 
activated for the round (correct meaning the number of lines you can Handle) and
then get started. 

Don’t forget that whichever cards you hold on one line are then held on all of 
the rest to increase your chances at winning and that pairs of 10’s and under 
are not your friend in this game. 

So unless you’re headed towards a full house or a straight, focus on those 
royals and aces to make sure you come out ahead! Wait a second – why are you 
still here reading this when you could already be playing and making money? Get 
going!

Joker Poker Casino Game
Joker Poker is an exciting variation of online videopoker as it is played with a
52-card deck plus a Joker that acts as a wild card. The wild card provides you 
with an extra advantage which means that you will find some differences in the 
payout table. 

A major difference lies in the fact that the lowest ranking hand in this game is
a pair of Kings or better.

How to Play Joker Poker
To begin the game, place your bets and click on the Deal button on your screen. 
You will be dealt five cards and can choose the cards that you want to hold.

Cards that complete a ranking hand will automatically be held for you, as will 



any wilds. Click on the Deal button once again and the cards you did not hold 
will be replaced to create a new five card poker hand.

You will be paid out for any wins. If you win, you will be given the option to 
collect your wins immediately or to gamble to double or half double them. 

The computer will select a card from five facedown cards and you will need to 
select from the remaining cards. If your card ranks higher than the computer’s 
card, your winnings will be doubled or half doubled. If your card ranks lower, 
your winnings will be lost for that round.

Megajacks - Video Poker Game
Megajacks is an exciting and unique online videopoker option that offers a mega 
jackpot. Based on the game of jacks you have the chance to win life-changing 
amounts of money when you bet the maximum in this game.

How to Play Megajacks
When you begin playing Megajacks you will need to place a bet by clicking on the
Bet One or the Bet Max buttons. Be aware that unless you bet with the maximum 
number of coins you will not be eligible for the progressive jackpot.

Click on the cards you want to hold and then click on the Deal button again. The
cards you did not hold will be replaced by new cards to create a new five-card 
poker hand. 

Your hand will be assessed and you will be paid out for any winnings. If you 
achieve a royal flush while playing with the maximum number of coins, you will 
be awarded the progressive jackpot.

If you win, you will be able to collect your winnings immediately or to gamble 
your winnings in order to double or half double them. 

The computer will select a card from five face-down cards and you will select 
another card. If your card ranks higher than the computer’s card, your winnings 
will be doubled or half doubled. If your card ranks lower than the computer’s 
card, you will lose your winnings for that round.

Video poker is also available for free

Play video poker for free or for real money at online casinos. Now that you have
found this ebook edited by casinobillionaire.com, you can stop looking for the 
best video poker games and start playing them immediately. 

Choose your favourite video poker game, place your bet and get the latest casino
bonuses and prepare to experience the best online casino entertainment ever. 
Just to give you a little taste, here’s a list of our most popular video poker 
games:

Jacks or better: it’s basically the most common video poker game available 
today;

Tens or better: a video poker game in which Tens replace Jacks;

Deuces wild: a game in which every two is a Wild;



Bonus poker: a video poker game similar to Jacks or better but with higher 
payout percentages;

Double bonus: same as above, apart from the fact that here there’s a bonus 
payout to a player that has four aces;

When you are playing video poker you are playing one of the best games in our 
casino. All video poker games have large potential payouts and some of the best 
odds of our casino. You will love the thrill involved, it’s a promise.

Video poker: pure gaming satisfaction
When you are playing online video poker, you place your bet, cross your fingers 
and click on the "deal" button. Here comes the choice: you can decide whether 
you want to keep your cards or get rid of some of them to get new cards from the
dealer. 

Then, if the cards you end up with match the pay-schedule of the video poker 
game you are playing, you start earning money. The origins of video poker date 
back to the 70s, when the first PCs started to be produced. 

Being easier to play than the average casino games, video poker games became 
particularly popular in the last three decades and are one of the most played 
games worldwide.

Video poker: learn some video poker tips
You have always been told that video poker is a game of luck. However, when it 
comes to playing video poker online your skills make such a big difference that 
you’d better learn the ropes before you even start playing.

Boot your skills: play video poker for free until you gain enough knowledge to 
beat the dealer. Also, understanding the pay table is advisable.

Sometimes you need to risk it: if you feel like gambling to double your wins, 
what you need to do is choose a card which is higher in value than the dealer’s 
one. It’s a bit risky, but often very rewarding. Video poker amateurs, open your
ears!

Take your time: thinking helps a lot. Good decisions need to be made carefully.

Catch the Jack: a jack is a treasure, remember that!

Take that cash: paying hands can be tricky. If you want to be sure to get some 
money, don’t always risk it – hold the hand!

Go for the Royal Flush: whenever you end up having at least four cards which 
could make a Royal Flush, you’d better risk the hand. Otherwise, you could 
regret it.

If you have a pair already, don’t hold the kicker.

 

The online casinos recommended by www.casinobillionaire.com are proud to offer 
an excellent selection of video poker games that offer high-paced poker action 
and seamless gameplay. 

Powered by Microgaming and other games studios, the games also feature slick 
graphics and animation, sound effects, advanced user interface and fantastic 
cash prizes to be won on every game.

Playing the games is fairly simple - you place your bet, cross your fingers and 
click on the "deal" button. You can then decide whether you want to keep your 
cards or get rid of some of them to get new cards from the dealer. Then, if the 



cards you have match the paytable, you win!

Online Video Poker Rules

As one of the easier poker games, online video poker offers a high dose of 
casino action, allowing you to put your skills to the test to see if you can 
beat the dealer. To help you improve your game, here are a few tips to keep in 
mind when playing these games:

Try the free play games until you gain enough knowledge to beat the dealer – you
will also need to fully understand the paytable before playing for cash

If you feel like gambling to double your wins, choose a card that is higher in 
value than the dealer’s one – this risky move could pay off and result in a win.

Take your time when deciding on your next move, and don’t make a snap decision 
without thinking things through.

Look out for Jacks as these are very valuable in poker games.

Paying hands can be tricky – if you’re in it to win it, then taking a risk may 
not always be the best bet, and holding may be a better option.

Look out for the Royal Flush - whenever you end up having at least four cards 
which could make a Royal Flush, then play your hand
If you have a pair already, don’t hold the kicker.

Free Video Poker games

Still not 100% sure how the games work? No worries – you can try the games 
before you play for cash, so that you can improve your skills and get the hang 
of how the games are played.

Look out for free video poker games at www.casinobillionaire.com that are 
available for instant-play - no-download, no-deposit required.

Remember, you will need to sign-up if you want to play for real cash prizes.

Sources:
Mansion Casino 
- https://www.casinobillionaire.com/mansion-casino-review-5886.php

Roxy Palace Casino
- https://www.casinobillionaire.com/uk/roxy-palace-online-casino.php

Edited by Casinobillionaire.com
- https://www.casinobillionaire.com/
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